A Spotlight for Parents
6 Ways to Help Your Teen Make and Keep Great Friends
By Cheryl Somers, MA, NCC,
https://www.goodtherapy.org/blog/6-ways-to-help-your-teen-make-keep-great-friends-0701164
Friendship—that close connection with another person which allows us to feel valued and cared for —is vital at any stage of life. As valuable as these connections are, however, they do not always come easily or
naturally, particularly for adolescents. We’ve all known the charismatic, outgoing teenager who is friends
with everyone and approaches social situations with ease and grace. We’ve also known the awkward, insecure teenager who struggles to connect with people. While some of it has to do with personality and development, it is just as important to remember that making friends is a skill that can be learned. As with any
new skill, becoming proficient at friendship requires some self -awareness, some guidance, and practice.
Here are some tips for helping your teen improve their friendship skills:
1. Invite your teen to do some reflecting. Ask them, “What qualities do you have that would make people
want to be your friend?” And more importantly, “How do people know that about you? How do you let
people see what you value, what’s important to you, and who you really are?” Rather than just looking
around for someone with common interests, helping teens become clear about who they are and what
they value allows them to attract friends who will be a good fit for them. Friendships during the teen
years can be so important and fulfilling. Having someone to lean on, share secrets with, and let loose
with makes life better at any age. If your teen is struggling with friendships, remember that it is not a lost
cause. Make sure your connection with them is strong, and guide them toward the skills they need to
make the kinds of friends that will serve them well.
2. Remind your teen that not every acquaintance will become a BFF. Teens who struggle with making
friends tend to latch onto the first person who shows them meaningful attention. They may share too
much personal information too soon, and they may become jealous and insecure when their new best
friend has other friends. Help your teen work through the difference between a friend you sit next to in
class and chit-chat with, and a friend who really understands and values you.
3. Teach your teen how to engage in conversation. Small talk is a learned skill. It doesn’t come easily for
everyone. It is particularly difficult for teens who are more introverted. Practice having light, casual conversations about easy topics such as music, activities outside of school, or homework.
4. Help your teen understand that conflict is a natural part of relationships. Even the best of friends are
going to have fights, but not every argument means the end of a friendship. Particularly when it comes to
social media, where misunderstandings are common and conflict can quickly get out of control, teach
your teen the value of saying, “I think we’re both really upset. Let’s talk about this in person tomorrow.”
5. Be aware of your own judgments and opinions. If you don’t like your teen’s new friend and you believe
your reasons are valid, be thoughtful about how you bring it up. Opening a conversation with, “Tell me
what you like about hanging out with her” may be much better received. If you feel the need to express
how you feel about a friend, be sure to be specific about the behaviors you don’t like. For example, “I’ve
noticed she cancels plans with you at the last minute a lot” opens up a much healthier conversation.
Your teen values your opinion much more than they will ever let you know, so if you notice them being
treated badly by a friend, by all means speak up. Just make sure you do it in a way that is likely to be
heard.
6. Help your teen foster other relationships. The need for connection and belonging extends beyond
friendships with peers. Make sure your teen feels connected to you and other adults in their life.
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